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Offer / To whom it may concern 
 
 

Official Company Seat/Address in Frankfurt, Germany, EU  
 

 

1.) Representation Bureau: 

- Postbox (Basic Modul) 150 EUR 

- Surplus possible: Tel.Nr. +49-069-xyz (+50 EUR), plus effective costs of routing / forwarding 

calls to the home country 

- Scan and transmission of letters: +50 EUR (from 5 letters per month on) 

- Working day reception / Conference Room 

ToDo/Necessary: 

- Copy of the company registration in the home country 

- Copy of the ID card of the representative for the company, signing the rental contract 

- A valid address in the home country 

It is therefore NOT necessary, that an authorized person of the company appears physically in 

Frankfurt. 

- Invoices (in both directions, from and to Germany) would be payed from the homeland. 

2.) Branch / Affiliate: 

- Postbox + Co-Working-Place (Basic Modul): 250 EUR 

- Surplus: like above  

Help for the registration of the affiliate at the German Ordnungsamt / Gewerbeamt (quite 200m 

behind our/your office), for a fix fee of 500 EUR (this service is inlcuding:) 

- A formal business invitation, for getting a business visa for Germany (if necessary) 

- All the necessary documents co-prepared and inspected 

- Physical escort to the German authorities 

- Organisation of a banking account (through special relations) 

 
 

Why in Frankfurt? 

- Frankfurt / RheinMain (FRM) is the leading banking (and insurance) cluster in Continental Europe / EU 

- The FRM region is nr. 1 in consulting and logistics in Europe 

- Frankfurt is nr.1 in Germany for touristic institutions and expatriates from abroad 

- FRM is the fastest growing region in Germany 

 

Why @ RheinMainNetwork.com Business Center? 

- Sitting in the business district of “Mainhattan” (the fastest growing quarter of the city) 

- Strongly connected to the decisive economic and political institutions, and the huge international 

community as well (with an own weekly round table), see annexed file therefore 

- Highly international (multi language) co-rentals 

- Very flexible in surplus services 
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